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Dear Readers,

Vivid colors are what’s popular 2020, and you can easily add brightness to your interior décor with the bold and beautiful  
projects featured in Trending Crafts 2020. Distinctive prints like those featured in the shibori dyeing technique as well as  
jewel-toned vinyl crafts will all make their way into your crafting this year. Don’t believe us? Browse the tutorials in this free 
printable eBook and you will fall in love with the designs! You’ll also find beautiful watercoloring, chalk ink set off brilliantly from 
a dark background, and some of the cheeriest paper crafts we’ve seen. Last, we even have metallics! If you haven’t  
incorporated rose gold into your living space yet, now’s the time. Don’t miss your chance to add something trendy and fun to 
your crafting schedule this year. You’ll love the results, so download Trending Crafts 2020: 9 Bright and Bold Projects today!

This free eBook comes with 9 fully illustrated tutorials provided by some of your favorite crafting companies. See all the  
beautiful crafts that can be made using products from DecoArt, Marvy Uchida, Plaid, StyleTech Craft, and Therm O Web.

You can find more craft projects, great gift ideas, and DIY home decor at FaveCrafts.com. 

Our eBooks, like all of our craft projects, are absolutely FREE. Please feel free to share with family and friends and ask them to 
sign up at our website for free newsletters from FaveCrafts.com. 

Sincerely,

The Editors of FaveCrafts
FaveCrafts.com.

Editor’s Note
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Use the Easy Chalkboard  
Marker to paint the bottom half 
of the pot.

Paint the top ring around the 
pot with the white acrylic paint. 
Allow to dry.

Take the plain white chalk and color all over the black chalkboard paint.

Wipe off the chalk with the paper towel. Do not use water.*

Using the Bistro Chalk Markers, draw a design all over the bottom half of the pot. 
This could be a repeated pattern or even words.

If you make a mistake with the Bistro Chalk Markers, you can erase it with just a 
tiny bit of water on a cotton swab.

The Bistro Chalk Markers can be erased and you can change your design  
whenever you’d like.

Chalkboard Painted Pots

Materials

Instructions

•  Terra Cotta Pot
•  Easy Chalkboard Marker
•  Bistro Chalk Markers, a  

 variety of colors
•  Acrylic Paint, white
•  Foam Paint Brush
•  Plain White Chalk
•  Paper Towels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

*By coating the chalkboard paint with chalk first that is dry wiped  away, you 
are conditioning the chalkboard. Once the chalkboard is  conditioned, the 
Bistro Chalk Markers can be erased.

http://www.uchida.com/
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PLUS:
Watercolor Painted Tote Bag

Click Here for the Project!

https://uchida.com/blogs/project-ideas/watercolor-painted-tote-bag-project
https://uchida.com/blogs/project-ideas/watercolor-painted-tote-bag-project
https://uchida.com/blogs/project-ideas/watercolor-painted-tote-bag-project
http://www.uchida.com/
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Gently stir the texture paint. 
Choose a large non-toxic leaf as 
a base, or use a faux leaf if there 

         is a concern. This can also be 
         done with smaller leaves from 
         Maple trees, or even Oak trees.

Lay the leaf flat, and spread a thin layer of Americana Decor® Texture™ in Rose 
Gold on the leaf with a palette knife.

Let dry over several hours, then, when dry to the touch, add a second thin layer, 
being careful to cover the entire surface.

Once the entire leaf is covered, carefully move the leaf to a clean surface, and let 
dry, leaving the texture paint side up. Depending on the thickness of the applied 
medium, this may take several days!

Once the medium is completely dry, peel Americana Decor® Texture™ off the leaf. If 
a real leaf is used, it may tear, and that’s ok, it can be discarded when finished

Once the leaf and the Texture paint are separated, it’s ready to frame! If the  
underside of the medium still seems not 100% dry. Let impression sit out overnight 
to make sure it’s completely dry before framing.

Place the leaf impression in the floating frame between two 
pieces of glass, and display!

Metallic Leaf Impression Art

Materials

Instructions

• Americana Decor® Texture™ 
8oz, Rose Gold

• Large, non-toxic leaf (Hosta 
leaf), or a plastic leaf (faux 
Monstera leaf)

• Small palette knife
• Workspace covering
• Glass floating frame

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

by Jennifer Rizzo

https://decoart.com/
https://jenniferrizzo.com/
https://jenniferrizzo.com/
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PLUS:
DIY Vintage Buffet Table Upgrade

Click Here for the Project!
Featuring DecoArt® Suede™, winner of the 

Innovative Product 
of the Year at  

Creativation 2020!

https://www.favecrafts.com/Painting/DIY-Vintage-Buffet-Table-Upgrade-DecoArt
https://www.favecrafts.com/Painting/DIY-Vintage-Buffet-Table-Upgrade-DecoArt
https://decoart.com/
https://www.favecrafts.com/Painting/DIY-Vintage-Buffet-Table-Upgrade-DecoArt
https://www.favecrafts.com/Painting/DIY-Vintage-Buffet-Table-Upgrade-DecoArt
https://www.favecrafts.com/Painting/DIY-Vintage-Buffet-Table-Upgrade-DecoArt
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CELEBRATING

35 YEARS of 

COLOR
CELEBRATING

35 YEARS of 

COLOR

https://decoart.com/company
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Shibori Technique - How to Create a Faux Shibori Print Video

Pick a Shibori folding technique and use the small wood shapes and rubber bands 
to sandwich fabric in between shapes.

Mix Thunder Blue with water and saturate exposed areas of fabric. 

Unfold fabric and hang to dry.

Shibori-Inspired DIY Décor

Materials

Instructions

• Mod Podge ® Matte, 4 oz.
• FolkArt ® Acrylic Colors - 

Thunder Blue, 2 oz.
• FolkArt ® Acrylic Colors - 

Light Blue, 2 oz.
• FolkArt ® Acrylic Colors - Blue 

Ribbon, 2 oz.
• FolkArt ® Acrylic Colors -  

Magenta, 2 oz.
• Round wooden stool
• Rectangular ceramic planter
• (3) Embroidery hoops of  

various sizes
• 2 yards bright white muslin or 

cotton fabric
• 1” paintbrush
•  Scissors
• Staple gun
• Rubber bands
• 3” Wood squares or  

other shapes

1

2

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKGZbxATW8Y&feature=youtu.be
https://www.plaidonline.com
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Stool

Wrap a piece of fabric around stool cushion and staple underneath.

Planter

Paint Planter using a 1” flat brush and Thunder Blue. Allow to dry.

Cut a 4” wide strip of faux-shibori fabric.

Attach the strip of fabric on plater using a 1” flat brush and matte Mod Podge.  
Apply a thin layer of Mod Podge where you want to place the strip of fabric.

Apply the fabric then brush on an additional coat of Mod Podge to seal the surface 
of the fabric to the planter.

Embroidery Hoops 

Cut a section of fabric slightly larger than the embroidery hoop.

Stretch the fabric over the inner hoop and place the outer hoop over it.

Pull fabric taut and tighten the hoop closure.

Shibori-Inspired DIY Décor
Instructions

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

https://www.plaidonline.com
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Wipe the surface of the wine glass with 
an alcohol wipe to remove any oils.

Cut a piece of transfer paper a little  
larger than the flower shape. Remove 
yellow backing from transfer paper and 

         lay on top of the flowers. Gently rub over 
         the transfer paper using the blue vinyl scraper tool to make sure the image 
         has transferred.

Lay transfer paper onto glass. Because the surface is curved, start from the center 
of the image and rub one side at a time using vinyl scraper tool. The tool allows 
you to smooth the image and get rid of air bubbles. Remove transfer tape.

Center leaves over floral design and repeat process.

Add the etched word wine onto the reverse side of the wine glass.

Allow the vinyl to cure on the glass for 4 days before using. (Hand wash only).

DIY Personalized Wine Glasses 

Materials

Instructions

• 439TG Purple Transparent 
Glitter Vinyl

• 478TG Lime Transparent  
Glitter Vinyl

• 421 White Etch Vinyl

*All materials listed are  
Styletech Craft brand products

1

2

3

4

5

6

https://www.styletechcraft.com/
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PLUS:
“Been There, Crafted That” Travel Mug

Click Here for the Project!

https://www.styletechcraft.com/been-there-crafted-that-travel-mug-a-how-to/ 
https://www.styletechcraft.com/been-there-crafted-that-travel-mug-a-how-to/ 
https://www.styletechcraft.com/been-there-crafted-that-travel-mug-a-how-to/ 
https://www.styletechcraft.com/
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www.Styletechcraft.com • info@styletechcraft.com • 1-904-284-0284       

@ Styletechcraft

TM

For almost any 
craft project…

there’s a  
      

product for it.

For almost any 
craft project…

TMTM

https://www.styletechcraft.com/
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Cut 33/4”x5” white cardstock panel and 
place inside stamping platform. Using 
Stamp n Stencil donut stamp and 

         Electro-Pop Neon Inks, stamp a collage of 
         donuts onto panel. Let dry.

Use Purple Tape to secure Stamp n Stencil  
sprinkle stencil over first stamped donut. 
Tape off areas you don’t want to stencil by 

         mistake. Use palette knife to apply Glitz 
         Glitter Gel through stencil.

Carefully remove stencil and wash  
immediately. Let stenciled sprinkles dry for 
about 20–30 minutes or until fully set.

Neon “Happy Birthday” Card

Materials

Instructions

• Gina K. Designs for Therm O 
Web Luxury White Cardstock

• Rina K. Designs for Therm O 
Web Glitz Glitter Gels: Hello 
Yellow, Orange Glow, Poppin’ 
Pink, Screamin’ Green

• Rina K. Designs for Therm 
O Web Sweet Stuff Stamp n 
Stencil Collection: Stamp Set, 
Detail Stencil

• Rina K. Designs for Therm O 
Web Electro-Pop Neon Flock 
Sheets: Poppin’ Pink

• Rina K. Designs Electro-Pop 
Neon Inks (Gina K. Designs)

• Therm O Web iCraft  
Adhesives: Easy-Cut  
Adhesive Sheets, XL Tape 
Runner, Purple Tape 1.5”

• White vellum

• Happy Birthday large  
sentiment die (My  
Favorite Things)

• MISTI Stamping Platform  
(My Sweet Petunia)

• Die-cutting machine

• Palette knife

1

2

3

http://thermoweb.com/
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Use Purple Tape to secure Stamp n Stencil icing stencil over a second stamped 
donut. Tape off areas you don’t want to stencil by mistake. Use palette knife to  
apply Glitz Glitter Gel through stencil. Remove and wash stencil. Let dry 20-30  
minutes or until fully set. Repeat as desired, letting glitter gel dry each time.

Cut a strip of Electro-Pop Neon Flock and vellum slightly larger than Happy Birth-
day die. Back flock strip with iCraft Easy-Cut Adhesive Sheets, leaving back liner in 
place.

Die cut sentiment from flock strip, cutting through fuzzy side of flock. Remove die 
cut from die and peel away back adhesive liner. Adhere sentiment to vellum.

Adhere vellum strip across donut panel using XL Tape Runner along sides. 

Adhere finished panel to front of white top-fold, A2-sized card.

Neon “Happy Birthday” Card

Instructions

4

5

6

7

8

http://thermoweb.com/
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PLUS:
Spring Mandala DIY Throw Pillow

Click Here for the Project!

http://thermoweb.com/blog/quilting-sewing/spring-mandala-pillow-quilt-free-pattern-red-boot-quilt-co/
http://thermoweb.com/blog/quilting-sewing/spring-mandala-pillow-quilt-free-pattern-red-boot-quilt-co/
http://thermoweb.com/blog/quilting-sewing/spring-mandala-pillow-quilt-free-pattern-red-boot-quilt-co/
http://thermoweb.com/
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